WINGSTOP: “Laws of Attraction” : English

Open on Shihan walking through an
urban neighborhood in LA on his way
to Wingstop.

TV :30

Camera pans over to a couple, and we capture
an affectionate moment between them.

SHIHAN: Ever notice how some
things are just drawn to each other?
Like the magnetic pull of a positive
and a negative, a moth to a flame, a
wink and a smile.

Cut to the couple entering a Wingstop, and
joining their friends. The girls hug each
other excitedly. Cut to wings being tossed
and poured in a bowl.
SHIHAN AS VO: And now, it’s a match
made in heaven on WINGS. But not just
any wings. No.

Camera picks up on Shihan as he turns the
corner, and he stops at a sidewalk produce
stand. He picks through the limes and the
person working the produce stand hands
him some chilies.

VO: Smoky and spicy. Tangy and fresh.

SHIHAN: Some flavors are drawn
together, too. Like chili…and lime.

Cut to tray of Chili Lime wings being slid
across the counter on a tray at camera.
SHIHAN AS VO: Chili Lime wings. Only
at Wingstop.

Camera picks up on a customer picking up the
tray; camera follows him as he takes the tray
back to his table, where his excited friends are
waiting.
SHIHAN AS VO: So get up, get out and get
yours…and try them before they’re gone.
Product lock up hovers as we follow him.
NEW! FOR A LIMITED TIME
CHILI LIME

Friday, February 7, 14

Camera cuts in close as Shihan rolls a lime
around in his palm with a chili.

End on friends at table digging into their Chili
Lime wings under Wingstop logo
:03 Tag/Super Wingstop.com

WINGSTOP: “Laws of Attraction” : English

Open on Shihan at a sidewalk produce
stand. He picks through the limes and
the person working the produce stand
hands him some chilies.

TV :15

Camera cuts in close as Shihan rolls a lime
around in his palm with a chili.
VO: Smoky and spicy. Tangy and fresh.

Cut to wings being tossed and poured in a bowl.
SHIHAN AS VO: And now, it’s a match made in
heaven on WINGS. But not just any wings. No.

SHIHAN: Some flavors are drawn
together. Like chili…and lime.

Cut to tray of Chili Lime wings being slid
across the counter on a tray at camera.
SHIHAN AS VO: Chili Lime wings. Only
at Wingstop.

Camera picks up on a customer with tray
of wings and follows him as he takes the
tray back to his table, where his excited
friends are waiting.
SHIHAN AS VO: So get up, get out and
get yours…and try them before they’re
gone.
Product lock up hovers as we follow him.
NEW! FOR A LIMITED TIME
CHILI LIME

Friday, February 7, 14

End on friends at table digging into their Chili
Lime wings under Wingstop logo

WINGSTOP: “Bring Flavor” :30

VO: Wingstop is all about flavor.
But flavor is more than a sauce,
or something you crave.

VO: Flavor stands out.

VO: Flavor makes strangers familiar.

VO: And despite everyone’s
individual tastes...

TV :30

VO: Flavor is in the details.

VO: Flavor is in the motion.

VO: ...flavor is what we all bring to
the table.

VO: Bring more flavor to the big
event with Wingstop.

WINGSTOP: “Bring Flavor” :30

Open on an establishing Wingstop shot. Cut into quick food shots of
various wings being taken from the fryer, sauced and poured into
cartons. Pan over prep station to see all the sauces.

VO: Wingstop is all about flavor. But flavor is more
than a sauce, or something you crave.

Cut to a Wingstop employee slicing a potato. Cut to employee
seasoning fries, then a sports fan painting his face.

VO: Flavor is in the details.

TV :30

Cut to a group of sports fans wearing jerseys; one person’s in a
different-colored jersey.

VO: Flavor stands out.

Cut to an employee tossing two bowls of wings and then to three
friends cheering a fight on television. One friend is shadowboxing
the air in front of him.

VO: Flavor is in the motion.

WINGSTOP: “Bring Flavor” :30

Cut to employee “fist bumping” a customer, then to two different
families laughing together at a tailgate. One kid has another in a
bear hug. (hiking a ball, in a headlock, arms up greeting…)

TV :30

VO: And despite everyone’s individual tastes

VO: Flavor makes strangers familiar.

Cut to shot of original sports fans in a different jersey walking past a
large spread of Family Packs and joining the group.

VO: ...flavor is what we all bring to the table.

Quick zoom into Family Packs to meet a hovering Wingstop logo. Food
should fill the frame and camera should feel as if it is “inside” the spread
of food.

VO: Bring more flavor to the big event with Wingstop.

“Bring Flavor” :30 ALT VERSION
Open on an establishing Wingstop shot. Cut into quick food shots of various wings
being taken from the fryer, sauced and poured into cartons. Pan over prep station to
see all the sauces.
VO: Wingstop is all about flavor. But flavor is more than a sauce, or something
you crave. Flavor stands out.
Cut to a group of African American guys hanging out at someone’s apartment playing
video games. One of the guys has a stylized pattern shaved into his hair.
VO: Flavor is in the details.
Cut to a Wingstop employee slicing a potato. Cut to employee seasoning fries, then a
Hispanic family celebrating a young girl’s birthday. Mom walks out with a cake topped
with sparkler candles instead of regular candles.
VO: Flavor is in the motion.
Open on a Wingstop employee tossing two bowls of wings and then to three friends
cheering a fight on television. One friend is shadowboxing the air in front of him
VO: Flavor makes strangers familiar.
Cut to employee “fist bumping” a customer, then to a group of teenagers hanging out.
In the background we see a guy skateboarding and another friend is filming his moves.
A male and female watching the skateboarder both reach for a wing at the same time
and smile.
VO: And despite everyone’s individual tastes, flavor is what we all bring to the
table.
Cut to shot of original African American guys. We follow the guy with the stylized hair
as he moves past a large spread of Family Packs. Push into spread and pan over
various items of the Family Packs.
VO: Bring more flavor to the big event with Wingstop.
WINGSTOP

1. Big :30
Flavor isn’t just a taste.
It’s an attitude. A style. An outlook.
So when there’s new flavor, it’s not small, it’s big.
And big flavor should leave you with something you’ll remember.
Like fiery chilies that command attention,
with a burst of lime that’ll keep you coming back.
That’s Wingstop’s new Chili Lime wings.
They have flavor,
and you have flavor.
Bring those flavors together and try something new.
Because at Wingstop, a new flavor means big flavor.
And big flavor is a big deal.
So head into Wingstop and get Chili Lime before it’s gone.

2. Real :30
Open your mouth. Yes, you.
You sitting right there in the driver’s seat.
Now.
Let a burst of lime caress your tongue.
Let fiery chilies make things hot.
Like what you’re tasting?
Then let’s make it real.
The new Chili Lime wings at Wingstop
will bring excitement back to your taste buds.
So head into Wingstop, and treat your taste buds more like taste BFFs.
But go now.
Because Chili Lime is only at Wingstop until it’s gone.

3. More Is Good :30
Flavor doesn’t have limits.
The only thing better than flavor, is more flavor.
More music. More style. More swagger.
When it comes to flavor, more
is a good thing.
Wingstop’s new Chili Lime wings are a testament.
Made with fiery chilies for flavor,
and a burst of lime for more flavor,
these mouth pleasers are just what the taste buds ordered.
But don’t wait too long, because Chili Lime wings
are only at Wingstop until they’re gone.

4. Why Not Mix? :30
Mixing flavor rarely goes wrong.
Think hip‐hop and jazz.
New gear and old kicks.
Smart talk and slang.
Mixing flavor often brings better flavor.
So when Wingstop was cooking up their latest flavor,
they figured that mixing fiery chilies with a burst of lime
would most likely make for spicy, tangy wings.
And by the taste of these delicious things,
they weren’t wrong.
But don’t take your time.
Chili Lime is only at Wingstop until it’s gone.

5. Need New Flavor? :30
You have flavor,
and Wingstop has flavor.
So when you find yourself in need of some new flavor,
head in to the place that gets you best.
The place that goes big with bold
and mixes flavors like it’s an art form.
Like fiery chilies
with a burst of lime…
Are you hearing this?
Chili Lime.
On wings.
At Wingstop.
You’re welcome.
So get up, get out and get some.
Because Chili Lime wings are only at Wingstop
until they’re gone.

6. Perfect Match :30
Remember when you thought
that special someone was your perfect match?
Until the newness wore off…and the realness set in?
Well people, I’m here to tell you:
the perfect match is out there,
and it’s called Chili Lime.
It’s a match made in flavor heaven
of fiery chilies mixed with a burst of lime
on sauced and tossed, mouth‐watering wings
from your favorite place to get wings.
So, what are you waiting for?
Because Chili Lime is waiting for you at Wingstop.
But it won’t be around forever
So get to Wingstop before it’s gone.

